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abstraCt

The equilibrium model of prograde metamorphism, in which rocks 
are regarded as departing only negligibly from equilibrium states as 
they recrystallize, has generated a wealth of petrologic insights. But 
mounting evidence from diverse approaches and observations over 
a range of scales has revealed that kinetic impediments to reaction 
may prevent metamorphic rocks from attaining rock-wide chemical 
equilibrium along their prograde crystallization paths. To illustrate the 
resulting potential for inaccurate interpretation if kinetic factors are 

disregarded, we briefly review several case studies, including: out-of-sequence, metastable, and dis-
placed isograds in contact aureoles; paragenetic sequences documenting overstepped, disequilibrium 
reaction paths; patterns of compositional zoning in garnet demonstrating partial chemical equilibrium; 
petrologic incongruities between observation and thermodynamic prediction; and inhibited reaction 
progress revealed by petrologically constrained numerical simulations of garnet crystallization. While 
the equilibrium model provides an indispensable framework for the study of metamorphic systems, 
these examples emphasize that all reactions require departures from rock-wide equilibrium, so all rocks 
must traverse kinetically sensitive reaction paths during recrystallization. Mindfulness of the potential 
significance of kinetic influences opens new avenues for petrologic investigation, thereby enhancing 
both analysis and interpretation.
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intrOduCtiOn

The equilibrium paradigm—the concept that metamorphic 
rocks pass progressively through sequential states of minimum 
free energy until they reach their thermal peak, remaining steadily 
at equilibrium as they transform—has met with great success. 
It has allowed petrologists to synthesize an abundance of ac-
cumulated observations into a coherent first-order picture of 
the responses of earth materials to the heating and compression 
they experience in Earth’s crust and upper mantle. Increasingly, 
however, that view of metamorphism is being recognized as in-
complete, and in some cases misleading: it neglects the facts that 
reactions cannot proceed at equilibrium and that metamorphic 
recrystallization involves passage through transient disequilib-
rium states along a rock’s reaction path.

Experiments have yielded significant insights into rate-
limiting metamorphic processes (e.g., Greenwood 1963; 
Walther and Wood 1984; review by Kerrick et al. 1991), and a 
rich literature describes kinetically controlled processes due to 
retrogression or polymetamorphism. In this article, we focus on 
the interpretation of natural samples traversing prograde paths, 

emphasizing the ways in which kinetic impediments to reaction 
can produce crystallization under conditions removed from the 
equilibrium state. We present observations spanning a range of 
scales, diverse metamorphic environments, and varied analyti-
cal approaches (field and petrographic studies, microchemical 
analysis, and thermodynamic and numerical modeling), with the 
aim of highlighting the intrinsic value of considering from the 
outset the role of kinetics in metamorphic interpretation.

ratiOnalE fOr thE EquilibriuM viEW Of 
MEtaMOrPhisM

The equilibrium model for prograde metamorphism has 
evolved as our understanding of metamorphism has advanced. 
It originally focused on the idea that rocks attain their minimum 
free-energy configuration at the maximum temperature they 
experience, giving rise to “peak” mineral assemblages and 
compositions. This interpretation is based on the metamorphic-
facies principle, which embodies predictable relationships be-
tween mineral assemblages and bulk compositions, systematic 
associations of mineral assemblages in rocks of different bulk 
composition metamorphosed together, and the repeatability of 
mineral assemblage sequences in regional and contact settings 
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